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WHO WE ARE
E4 Computer Engineering designs and manufactures highly technological solutions for HPC Clusters,
Cloud, Data Analytics, Artificial Intelligence and Hyper-Converged infrastructure for the Academic and 
Enterprise markets. For years we have been collaborating with the main research centers at national 
and international level (Cineca, CERN, ...) and we are involved in national and European projects in the 
HPC and AI field (EPI, EuroHPC JU ...)

VISION
We explore future scenarios to find solutions for highly performing computational needs in application 
areas that are unimaginable today.

MISSION
We anticipate the ever-accelerating disruptive transformation of our era, providing mature solutions in
sophisticated technological contexts with a dizzyingly innovative approach

APPROACH
Each E4 solution is UNIQUE, like each of our customers; TESTED in every single component; VALIDATED 
to verify the actual performance of each system and SERVED by technicians who provide assistance in 
the most extensive and complex Italian and European computing infrastructures.
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